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Abstract 
Onsager-Casimir reciprocal relations are phenomenologically derived by considering the 
reversal of so-called rm-parameters. These parameters are defined as being odd under 
time reversal, if the force densities remain invariant. The reversal of the rm-parameters 
transforms to an existing process, whereas the time reversal itself is different from the 
reversal of the rm-parameters and transforms to a macroscopically non-existing process. 
The derivation of the reciprocal relations needs the second law and the axiom, that the 
reversal of the rm-parameters induces not only a transformation of the coordinates of 
thermodynamic forces and fluxes. 
Keywords: Onsager-Casimir reciprocal relations, non-linear reciprocal relations. 
1. Introduction 
The classical proof of Onsager-Casimir reciprocal relations is of statistical 
nature [1, 2, 3]. The usual interpretation of this item is as follows: The 
reciprocal relations are caused by the fact that macroscopic systems consist 
of microscopic objects which move reversibly under reversal of motion. This 
is denoted by 'microscopic reversibility'. Because microscopic reversibility 
is a concept which cannot be explained by macroscopic terms - macroscopic 
systems move irreversibly, and systems generated by reversal of motion do 
not exist - the reciprocal relations are the manifestation for the microscopic 
background behind all macroscopic systems. Although the reciprocal re-
lations do not contain microscopic quantities, they cannot be derived by 
macroscopic tools. 
In this paper the reversal of motion is replaced by the reversal of so-
called rm-parameters (a better name may be: Casimir parameters). These 
rm-parameters are defined indirectly by the reversal of motion, but their 
reversal generates in contrast to the reversal of motion a process of non-
negative entropy production density. Therefore the reversal ofrm-parameters 
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is different from the reversal of motion and fits in the macroscopic con-
cept. Just this is meant by 'phenomenological foundation': The microscopic 
reversibility is replaced by symmetry properties of the phenomenological 
equations under macroscopic rm-parameter reversal. 
Concerning the non-linearity the situation is as follows: In the case 
of Onsager's reciprocal relations (vanishing rm-parameters) the following 
statement holds [4, 5] 
If linear O-reciprocal relations are valid, forces and fiuxes can be introduced, 
so that non-linear O-reciprocal relations hold. 
Till now this statement could not be extended to OC-reciprocal relations. 
Consequently the interesting case is to include the rm-parameter, as it is 
done in this paper. 
In the next section the fluxes are split into dissipation-free and entropy 
producing parts. In the third part entropy production conserving tranfor-
mations of the forces and fluxes are considered. After having introduced the 
rm-parameters their reversal is investigated in the fourth and fifth section. 
In the sixth section an axiom concerning the connection between the rever-
sal of rm-parameters and tranformation of forces and fluxes is formulated 
stating that the rm-parameter reversal transforms the dissipation-free fluxes 
differently from the entropy producing ones. This axiom, replacing the re-
versal of motion, allows for deriving OC-reciprocal relations. The appendix 
contains all necessary proofs. 
2. Entropy Production and Phenomenological Equations 
\\-e consider the fields of the thermodynamic forces X and fluxes Y(X) as 
described e.g. in [6] 
Y(X(x,t):x,t) ERn. (1) 
The field of the entropy production density 
a(X) = X . Y(X) ~ 0 (2) 
is according to the second law here used not negative for all positions at all 
times. Forces and fluxes are connected by the phenomenological equations 
which are non-linear in general 
Y(x, t) f(X(x. t)). (3) 
By use of the follov;iIlg 
Pl'Opo8i/ion I [11 If 
X . Y(X) > O. 1\ X and l~o Y(X) = Y(O), (4) 
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then 
Y(O) = 0 
is valid, i.e., Y is homogeneous in X, 
(5) 
according to (2), (4), and (5) the non-linear phenomenological equations (3) 
satisfy 
0= f(O). (6) 
Taylor expansion of (3) around X = 0 results in 
Y(X(x, t): x, t) = L(X(x, t); x, t) . X(x, t). (7) 
The fiuxes can be split into a dissipation-free part 
ya·x 0, (8) 
and an entropy producing part 
y=ys+ya. (9) 
Here L S is the symmetric, La the antisymmetric part of the constitutive 
mapping L. 
In general the entropy production density (2) can be split in different 
ways into a product of forces and fi uxes. Therefore we consider in the 
next section transformations of forces and fiuxes which leave the entropy 
production invariant. 
3. Transformation of Forces and Fluxes 
First of all forces and fI uxes can be transformed independently of each other. 
Here we a.re interested in linear transformations, because the superposition 
principle should also be valid for the transformed quantities. Also the trans-
formed entropy prod uction density is identically defined by the transformed 
forces and fluxes. ",Ye prow in the appendix A the following 
Proposition 11 [8]: If A and B are linear. regular. and entropy produc-
tion conserving transformations of forces and fluxes, respectively. called 
transformation of coordinates of the forces and fluxes 
( c-transformation) 
x<> = A·X. B·Y-r(7 X·Y= = (7<> , (10) 
\ye obtain for the transformed phenomenological coefficients 
(11 ) 
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Loa = A T-1 . [La(X) + Za(X)]. A -1, 
X . ZS(X) . X = 0, Z(X):= [A T . B-1] . L. 
(12) 
(13) 
This formal c-transformation has first of all no physical background. It 
mixes different components of the forces and fluxes, and consequently also 
the phenomenological equations are transformed. The transformed forces 
and fluxes are as suitable for describing the phenomena as are the original 
ones. 
In the next section we consider another different transformation of the 
forces and fl uxes. 
4. Reverse Motion Parameters 
By definition a reversal of motion transforms an original process to the one 
which can be observed in the backward moving movie of the original process. 
Force densities, such as Lorentz, Coriolis, and Euler forces are invariant un-
der reversal of motion because otherwise the considered process does not 
run along the reversed path. This causes that special quantities, such as 
the magnetic induction and the angular velocity, are odd under reversal of 
motion. Thus ,ve give the 
DEFINITION [8]: Reverse motion parameters (rm-parameters) p change their 
signs under reversal of motion, because force densities (Lorentz, Coriolis, 
Euler) are even under reversal of motion: 
k "-' v x B, k", v x w =::::} P == (B,w, .... ). (14) 
Because the Euler force density 
( 15) 
is even under reversal of motion w is even, too. Consequently it does not 
belong to the rm-parameters, although w is odd under reversal of the rm-
parameters. 
In general thermodynamic forces and fluxes depend on the set of rm-
parameters p: 
X±:= X(x,t:±p). Y±:= Y(x,t;±p). ( 16) 
The transformation of the forces and ftuxes by changing the signs of the 
rm-parameters 
Y~ ---1 Y' . T - (17) 
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Fig. 1. Original motion, reversal of motion, and motion for reversed rm-
parameters. The force density k is odd under reversal of rm-parameters. 
The reversal of motion does not exist macroscopically, whereas the rm-
parameter reversed motion is an existing proceSE. 
does not transform the forces and fluxes to thE:ir values in the backward 
moving movie, because only the :rm-paramet('r,~ ch;ingp their signs, whereas 
the velocity remains invariant. Consequently. also the force densities are 
odd under reversal of rm-parameters which i~ diffel"PlIt from their behaviour 
under reversal of motion (see Fig. 1). Beyond that the entropy producing 
fluxes may transform differently from the' di:"5ipaj ion-free fluxes. 
Thus the transformation (17) of the force;:;. t he entropy producing and the 
dissipation-free fluxes induce t!i!'('<' irl'o)uto!ic mappings K. M, and N 
K·X± X'f) 
K·K 1. 
M.Y~=Y~,. N.Y~=Y~, 
l\:1·M=l. N·N=l. 
\Ve no\v prove in the appendix 13 the following 
Proposition Ill: K. lvi, and N an' iillear mappings. 
(18) 
( 19) 
The forces call be split into their e\"en (g) and odd (u) parts under 
reversal of the rm-pari-llflCiers. 13,' (18)1 we obtain 
1rx I X 1 
---+,---1 
."). -
.:.. 
L. X 
-ll + KJ . X -1. =: p. T" 
:2 ' (20) 
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Xu := 2[X+ - X-l 
Xg+Xu=X+, 
K·Xg=Xg, 
p2 = P, 
P + Q = 1, 
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~ [1 - Kl . X + =: Q . X +, 
Xg-Xu=X_=K·X+, 
K·Xu=-Xu, 
Q2 = Q, 
p. Q = Q.p = O. 
From (22) and (18h follows immediately 
Xg = 0 /\ Xu = 0, 
X± =0. 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
The division into even and odd parts under the reversal of the rm-parameters 
is not only valid for forces as derived in the equations (20) to (27), but 
holds true for the entropy producing and dissipation-free fluxes, if K in 
(20), (21), and (23) is replaced by M and N, respectively. Beyond that 
the relations remain also valid for the entropy prod uction density and other 
scalar products, what we will exploit in the next section. 
5. Reversal of rm-Parameters 
Because the scalar product between the forces and the dissipation-free fluxes 
vanishes for an arbitrary set of rm-parameters, it also vanishes for the re-
versed set according to (26). In more detail we have: 
W+ := y~ . X + = Wg + Wu = 0, 
Wg = -Wu --+ parameter reversal Wg = Wu = 0, 
w_ := y,=- . X _ = Wg - Wu = o. 
Thus we proved the 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
Proposition IV [8]: Dissipation-free fluxes remain dissipation-free under re-
versal of the rm-parameters 
(31) 
The entropy producing fluxes do not satisfy such an easy relation as 
(31). In the appendix C we prove the following 
Proposition V [8]: By use of the Second Law 
(32) 
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we obtain 
0"+ = 0"_ 2: 0, 
Y~ KT .Y!, ~=±KT ·Y~, 
LS KT .L~ ·K, Lc:;z. = ±KT ·La . K. + ~-
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
Presupposition (32) is easy to understand: The original process belong-
ing to an arbitrary set of rm-parameters, denoted by the index +, has non-
negative entropy production density. After reversal of the rm-parameters 
the resulting process is also of non-negative entropy production density, 
because this process is a real one, and not the process generated by rever-
sal of motion (see Fig. 1). According to (33) the rm-parameter reversed 
process has the same entropy production density as the original one. The 
fluxes transform according to (34). Here the sign is not yet decided for the 
dissipation-free fluxes, because for them the inequalities (32) and (33) do 
not hold. If the +-sign holds in (34), the tranformation of the fluxes by rm-
parameter reversal is a c-transformation according to (10)z. The reversal of 
the rm-parameters is not a simple tranformation of the coordinates of the 
forces and fluxes with no physical background, but just the dissipation-free 
parts of the fl uxes are affected by the rm-parameter reversal as we can see 
from Fig. 1. Consequently disspation-free fluxes transform differently from 
the entropy producing ones. 
6. DC-Reciprocal Relations 
First of all we have to formulate the last remark of the previous section as an 
AXIOM Reversal of the rm-parameters is not included in the c-transforma-
tions of the coordinates of the forces and fiuxes 
Comparing now (10)z with (34) we see that the -sign holds, because 
otherwise the entropy producing and the dissipation-free fluxes would trans-
form in the same way, which according to (10)z results in a c-transformation. 
Consequently the axiom induces by adding both the equations (35) 
Proposition VI [8]: 
(36) 
These reciprocity relations can be tranformed because of the following 
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Proposition VII [8]: The mapping K is symmetric 
(37) 
which is proved in appendix D. By proposition VII we can transform (36) 
to the statement 
Proposition VIII [8]: There are forces and fiuxes for which the Onsager-
Casimir reciprocal relations are valid 
L*(B,w, .... ) 
A diagonal, 
. *T A·L (-B,-w, .... )·A, 
A·A=l. 
Appendix 
A Proof of Proposition II 
From (10) follows immediately 
x . (AT. y<> - Y) = O. 
(38) 
(39) 
(A.1) 
Inserting the transformation equations and the phenomenological equations 
we obtain 
x . (AT. B-1) . L· X = O. (A.2) 
Using the abbreviation 
Z(X) := [A T . B-1] . L (A.3) 
(A.2) and (A.1) result in 
X· Z·X = o. AT. y<> - Y = Z . X. (A.4) 
From (A.4h follows (13h, and from (A.4h 
y<> = AT-I. (Y + Z· X). (A.5) 
Inserting the transformation equations and the phenomenological equations 
we obtain 
y<> = AT-I. (L + Z) . A-I. X<> =: L<>· X<>. (A.6) 
The symmetric and antisymmetric parts of L<> are (ll) and (12). 
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B Proof of Proposition III 
According to (16) for two fields a and b 
a+ + b+ = (a + b)+ 
holds. According to (18h we obtain 
K· (a+ + b+) = K· ((a + b)+) = (a + b)_ = 
(B.l) 
= a_ + b_ = K . a+ + K . b+. (B.2) 
Thus K and also M and N are linear mappings on their domain. 
C Proof of Proposition V 
We consider the space of forces 0 being orthogonal to an arbitrary, but fixed 
yS 
+ 
o := {S~IY~ . S~ = O}. (C.l) 
Therefore we obtain according to proposition IV 
o = y~ . S~ = y::. . S~ = y::' . K . S~. (C.2) 
Because (C.2) is valid for all elements of 0 we obtain that y~ and Y::' . K 
are parallel to each other 
'\(Y~)y~, 
'\(Y~)KT . y~, 
Especially we obtain by the following replacement 
yS 
u 
from (C.3) and (C.4) 
,\(yS)KT . yS 
9 g' 
'\(Y~)KT . y~. 
Thus eigenvalues for KT are 
'\(Y:) = ±l, 
Consequently (C.6) and (C.7) result in 
aKT. y:, 
'\(Y~) = ±l. 
bKT.y~, a=±l, b=±l, 
(C.3) 
(C.4) 
(C.O) 
(C.6) 
(C.7) 
(C.8) 
(C.g) 
(C.lO) 
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Addition of (C.9) and (C.lO) yield 
y~ = KT . (aY: + bY~). 
A comparison with (C.4) results in 
a = b = A(Y!) = ±l. 
Therefore we obtain from (C.4) 
and analogously: 
y~ 
y~ 
Consequently the entropy production becomes 
This results in (34) 
y~ 
y~ 
±KT. Y!, 
±KT. Y~. 
D Proof of Proposition VII 
(C.11) 
(C.12) 
(C.13) 
(C.14) 
(C.15) 
(C.16) 
(C.17) 
\:Ve consider the space P of forces being orthogonal to an arbitrary, but fixed 
X+ 
P:= {R~IX+ . R~ a}. 
Therefore we obtain according to proposition IV 
Because (D.2) is valid for all elements of P, we obtain that X + and 
X + . KT . K are parallel to each other 
.\Iultiplication from the left by KT yields 
Thus K is symmetric. 
(D.l) 
(D.3) 
(D.4) 
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E Proof of Proposition VIII 
Because K is symmetric, there exists an orthogonal transformation to diag-
onal form A 
K Q.A·QT, 
Q. L±. QT. 
QT = Q-l, 
Inserting (£,2) into (36) we obtain 
Q. L+. QT = KT. Q. L:..T . QT . K. 
Using (E.l) this results in 
L": =A·V"T ·A. T -
Inserting the rm-parameter we obtain proposition (38). 
From (18h we obtain with (E.l) 
Introducing the transformed forces 
X x ._ QT v -L .- . "","\....L 
, ' 
(E . .5) results in 
A· X+ = X=-. 
(E.l) 
(E.2) 
(E.3) 
(E.4) 
(E . .5) 
(E.6) 
(E.7) 
Therefore the 1\, transform the components of the forces under re'versal of the 
rm-parameters. According to (E.lh K and A have the same eigenvalues, 
namely ±l. Consequently the transformation Q transforms the forces to 
those which are even or odd under reversal of the rm-paramet.ers, and we 
have 
A·A= 1. (E.8) 
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